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ABSTRACT
Enriched customer engagement is an inevitability when consider-
ing an enormous growth of every industry, and certainly, insur-
ance is not an exception. With the rapid development of digital
technologies and competitiveness between companies in the same
industry or with alternative industries, businesses tend to excite
their customers to obtain the competitive advantage. Conversely,
with the understanding of the competitiveness of businesses, cus-
tomers change their expectation and demand for a better service
and engagement. As a result, digital technologies such as Bluetooth
Low Energy Beacon technology overruled the existing methods of
customer engagement. Though there are a lot of businesses which
have adapted beacon technology to enhance customer engagement,
there is lack of evidence of its adaptation in the insurance sector.
Therefore, this paper aims to use beacon technology to enhance
the customer engagement in insurance companies.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Enterprise applications;Mobile in-
formation processing systems; • Human-centered comput-
ing → Human computer interaction (HCI); Ubiquitous and
mobile computing systems and tools;Ubiquitous andmobile
devices;
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1 INTRODUCTION
The business world shows a fast and a radical change in past few
decades especially with the rapid growth of information technology.
According to Westerman et al. [Westerman et al. 2014], existing
businesses face a wave of innovations in a large scale which has not
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been seen since earlier industrial revolutions. The rapid growth of
innovative digital technologies affects the companies beyond their
borders [Matt et al. 2015]. The companies which adapt the novel
technologies gain a considerable competitive advantage over the
ones which fail to integrate them into their businesses [Liu et al.
2011]. The affect occurred by the digital technologies caused a digi-
tal transformation in the business world. This digital transformation
pressurizes companies to develop and integrate cost-effective digital
technologies, and as a result, customers tend to change their expec-
tations towards these companies. Treacy and Wiersema [Treacy
and Wiersema 1993] argue that companies can create value in three
different disciplines as operational excellence, customer intimacy
and product leadership. Though these disciplines are equally impor-
tant, this research focuses on enhancing customer intimacy using
an existing and highly used digital technology. According to West-
erman et al. [Westerman et al. 2014], there are four ways in which
companies can transform the customer experience:

(1) Understanding customer behavior and designing the cus-
tomer experience from the outside and in.

(2) Increasing reach and engagement.
(3) Putting customer data at the heart of the customer experi-

ence.
(4) Seamlessly meshing the physical and digital experiences.
Creating an environment which has rich interactions and com-

munications, and targets to approach the customers in these four
ways results in satisfied customers. Customer satisfaction is crucial,
especially for the insurance industry. Therefore, adopting digital
technologies to create rich interactions and communications espe-
cially inside the company premises would deliver the message of
how important and welcomed each customer is.

Beacon technology has become one of the technologies which
can be a part of the present digital transformation. They can be
used for purposes varies from proximity-based event triggering
to working sensors [ANDERSSON and SÄRNQVIST [n. d.]]. GPS
satellites can be considered as an example for beacons which calcu-
lates a device’s position and altitude relative to earth. Yet, GPS is
well-suited for outdoor environments since it needs a clear view of
the sky and has limited energy usage. Therefore, location services
which are solely based on GPS technology do not perform well in
indoor environments. Also, their performance can be affected when
the service runs from the background because they consume too
much energy. Though beacon technology is a widely used digital
technology to enhance customer interactions in various platforms,
there is lack of evidence of its usage in insurance companies. There-
fore, this project investigates on ways to use beacon technology
in the insurance sector and aims to facilitate insurance companies
to identify each customer who has stepped into the company’s
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headquarters and provide personalized services to each identified
customer.

2 RELATEDWORK
Beacons are generating a massive market trend since 2013 when
Apple [apple [n. d.]] introduced iBeacon Technology [Augur 2017;
Maycotte 2015]. The implementations of beacon technology were
initially begun by the retail sector. One of the earliest adaptation
of the technology at a large scale was the American fashion re-
tailer Macy’s [Macys [n. d.]]. They deployed 4000 beacons in 786
stores all over the U.S. in 2014 [Halzach 2014] to send messages to
the customers who are in the stores. U.S. Major League Baseball
(MLB) [MLB.com [n. d.]] also located beacons inside the stadiums
to push tailor-made notifications and offers to their fans who had
checked in at the stadium [Gorman 2014]. Beacons were also used
to feed real-time updates of queue lengths for attractions in an
amusement park [Boden 2016]. Therefore, it is evident that the
application of beacon technology is not only limited to one sec-
tor. Though the current insurance sector seems to embrace digital
technologies for customer-centric innovations, the adaptation of
beacon technology in insurance companies is yet to address.

3 PROPOSED APPROACH
After investigating the ongoing process when a customer steps into
the company promises, this project proposes a method to identify
the customer from the main door and inform necessary parties of
the company about his/her arrival.

The proposed solution categorizes the company premises into
different regions. The beacons will be located in each region. These
beacons are used for triangulating with moving beacons to increase
the accuracy of the indoor positioning. Each customer and insur-
ance agents will be given an ID card which has a BLE (Bluetooth
Low Energy) beacon stickers. When a customer enters to the com-
pany premises with the ID card, the system identifies the customer,
and customer care officers can find all the necessary information
about that particular customer (see Figure 1). The system has two
major components: a web application, and a mobile application.
The integration will be handled by a message queue (MQ) server
(see Figure 2 ).

3.1 Mobile Application
The mobile application is only available for Android phone with
BLE support. It acts as the BLE beacon detector. The region details
and sensing range downloads before the beacon scanning phase.
Estimote Android SDK is used to detect nearby beacons. After de-
tecting beacons which are located within the sensing range, they
are prioritized according to the estimated distance from the detector
to BLE beacon. An AMQP (Advance Message Queuing Protocol)
message is created with the nearest beacon’s details including bea-
con ID, major value, minor value, estimated distance and signal
strength. Then it will be sent to the MQ server.

3.2 Web Application
The web application consists of two main user roles as admin-
istrator and staff member. The administrator can register users,
assign insurance agents to the customers, create beacon regions

Figure 1: Floor plan of the companypremises after installing
the proposed approach.

and edit beacon details (see Figure 3). Each beacon is mapped with
a customer or an insurance agent.

When a customer stepped into the company premises, the staff
member of the service desk receives the selected details of the
approaching customer. The service desk can locate a kiosk near
the counter to display an auto-generated and personalized greeting
message when a customer is approaching the service desk. The
staff member in the service desk also can greet to the customer
without enquiring the customer’s identity. Service desk staff can
also view the customers who are waiting inside the selected region.
All the necessary information will be loaded to the dashboard (see
Figure 4), and staff members can find the necessary details to serve
the customer with minimum steps.

This application developed using Node Js and used MEAN frame-
work stack. Details of users and agents are saved inMongoDatabase
server.

Rabbit MQ server is used to integrate mobile application and
web application together. A separate MQ channel is created in MQ
server, and AMQP message is inserted into the respective queue.

3.3 Conclusion and Future Works
The paper suggests a relevant application of beacon technology
in insurance sector to improve the customer engagement within
an insurance company and reduce the waiting time. The proposed
application consists a mobile application which detects the beacons
and a web application which displays information relating to the
detected beacon.

Currently, the beacon footprints are saved in a database. These
data can be used to perform data analysis to increase the customer
engagement further. The analysis can be performed on customer
movements to identify which region caught customer’s interest
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Figure 2: System Overview

Figure 3: Administrator’s Page.

Figure 4: Dashboard of the web application.

mostly. With this information, the system can be further enhanced
with a customer based mobile application to introduce new in-
surance policies, benefits of the policies, tips for a good lifestyle,
etc.

Though the proposed approach tested its performance in a re-
gionalized indoor environment, a usability study and a user evalua-
tion are yet to be executed.
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